NEW WEATHERPROOF

Folding Furniture

Bring new beauty to club house porches and club lawns . . . new comfort and pleasure to members and guests . . . with colorful Steelart Folding Furniture. Bright sunshine, rain and hard service can’t harm its beautiful finish. Easily carried anywhere. Both tables and chairs fold compactly . . . occupy minimum storage space when not in use.

Steelart weatherproof Folding Furniture is available in white and green. Illustration shows the attractive appearance of the white combination in a typical summer setting. Attractively priced, useful for many purposes at all seasons, this colorful, sturdy, durable furniture will help stimulate greater use of income-producing club services. LYON METAL PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED, 3406 River Street, Aurora, Illinois.

Bonnie Briar Pool Rules Are Model for Other Clubs

CLUBS with swimming pools will find the following regulations of Bonnie Briar, Larchmont, N. Y., pretty well cover the necessary rules for use of any club pool. Particular attention is directed to the way in which the instructor-attendant has been made “czar” of the pool; it is only by giving an employee such authority that a pool can be operated to give the maximum pleasure to those members and guests using it.

Bonnie Briar’s swimming pool regulations:

The Pool will be open and a Life Guard will be in attendance on week days beginning at 10:00 A.M., and on Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays at 9:00 A.M. Closing hours will vary as the season progresses; notices as to the hours, when established, will be posted in conspicuous places. No one shall use the Pool when the authorized attendant is not on duty.

The signing of the monthly pool service subscription entitles members and their immediate families to lockers, a towel, storage of bathing attire and the use of the pool without charge. The fee for all others is $1.00 for adults and 50c for children under the age of 16, with the exception of Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays, when the fee will be $1.25 for adults and 75c for children. Payment of a greens fee entitles the guest to free use of the pool.

On week days, all children under the age of 16 must leave the pool at 5:00 P.M., with this exception: where parents wish to actually accompany their children in the water after 5:00 P.M. This privilege will be extended by the attendant on request.

On Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays, all children must leave the pool at 4:00 P.M.—no exceptions. Children under 7 years of age if unable to swim will not be permitted in the pool at any time unless they are taking swimming instructions. Governesses or maids are not permitted to use the pool. Ladies and girls must wear caps in the pool.

Persons in bathing attire are not permitted to leave the pool area.
Spectators not in bathing attire must refrain from using those portions of the pool decks designated for the exclusive use of bathers.

The Club is not responsible for any accidents resulting from the use of the pool, or for lost bathing suits or other articles. Valuables may be checked with the attendant at the locker control booth or main office desk.

New York State regulations make the enforcement of these three following rules compulsory:

1. Bathers must use the showers before entering the pool.
2. The foot bath must be used before entering and on leaving the pool.
3. Every person using the pool must register at the control booth.

The instructor-attendant is in complete charge and his decision shall be final in all matters pertaining to the conduct and safety of the bathers. He must report not only violations of these regulations, but any conduct on the part of an individual, which in his opinion is dangerous, or encroaches upon the privileges and pleasures of others enjoying the pool.

**POOL OPERATING COMMITTEE.**

Asks Help in Solving Evils of Equipment Trade-Ins

USED maintenance equipment trade-ins, one of the costly causes of many an argument and headache to equipment dealers and golf clubs, gradually is coming under control. However, there's still vast room for improvement if the course equipment dealers are to be permitted to make a profit that will allow the excellent character of service representative dealers supply to clubs.

A clear statement of the dealer's position on trade-in allowances is made by W. E. Lafkin, of the Golf & Lawn Supply Co., equipment and supply dealers in the New York Metropolitan district. This statement to greenkeepers and chairmen, follows:

A most serious note that we should like your co-operation in solving, is the trade-in evil on used golf course equipment, which has crept into this business with the depression. This company, along with other reputable distributors of golf course machinery, is trying to solve a difficult problem which cannot be done without the aid and co-operation of our friends.

Contrary to the belief of many, no manufacturer takes back a piece of used golf equipment taken in trade for new machinery. The problem of used machinery is distinctly that of the distributor to solve. True—the manufacturers of golf machinery have an interest in the welfare of their distributors, just as the car manufacturers are trying to help car dealers solve their problem. They do carefully survey the situation each year and